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This report presents an overview of recent cancer policy and argues that the time is right to revisit *The NHS Cancer Plan* (Department of Health 2000a).

The Cancer Plan has achieved impressive results since it was published in 2000. The co-ordination of cancer services has been transformed, with more patients being seen by specialist teams, streamlined clinical pathways in place and faster access to services. Survival rates are increasing and death rates are falling. Further work should now be done to build on these successes. However, there are also a number of gaps in the plan, and areas of incomplete implementation that need to be addressed if further progress is to be made.

In addition, the context in which cancer services operate has changed and will continue to do so:

- demographic and epidemiological trends mean that the proportion of the population living with cancer in remission or with managed relapses is set to increase
- new cancer drugs and other treatments are creating new ways of delivering care. In particular, there will be new opportunities to deliver cancer care outside traditional hospital inpatient facilities
- the policy environment is changing with the introduction to the NHS of Payment by Results, foundation trusts, choice and competition from private sector providers and a new focus on care outside hospitals, as a result of the White Paper, *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* (Department of Health 2006c).

This report was commissioned from the King’s Fund by Cancer Research UK in order to stimulate debate about the next steps for cancer policy in England.

The time is right for such a debate, because NHS structures are starting to change in response to the new policy environment. We have an opportunity to mould these changes to equip cancer services to deal effectively with the challenges they will face in the future, and to deliver a better patient experience.

This report was completed in three months between March and May 2006 and is therefore limited in scope. Certain issues are mentioned but not explored in depth. These include the key issues of funding, workforce development, target-setting and how to measure the impact of policy and treatment.

However, it examines the three themes listed above in detail, because we believe these are the key drivers that will determine the future of cancer policy and cancer services. If we
can be clear about their implications, and how we want to shape our response, we will be
in a better position to align funding and incentives with them, and to determine the kind of
technology and workforce we need.

The report opens with a review of cancer policy since 1995 and then explores some of the
epidemiological trends and technical developments that will affect the number of people
living with cancer in England and the treatments they are likely to receive. It then presents
the results of ten interviews with experts on different aspects of cancer, which we
conducted to explore their views about existing services and future trends and to test our
emerging ideas. Finally, it briefly discusses some general health policy developments that
will impact on cancer, before reviewing the key points of earlier sections and discussing
some of their implications.

We have identified key areas of work that will, we believe, clarify what changes are needed
and support future policy and service development. The most important of them are:

- to develop baseline knowledge for cancer policy and the strategic development of
cancer services
- to prioritise research to support policy and health service development
- to address gaps and weaknesses in the current Cancer Plan, particularly in relation to
  the balance between prevention and treatment and between treatment and palliative
care, and around the introduction of expensive new drugs
- to clarify options for the organisation and functions of cancer networks in a new NHS
  characterised by choice and competition
- to experiment with and evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of a shift towards
  community-based cancer services.

The impact of recent NHS reform is gathering pace. It is essential that future cancer policy
anticipates the challenges and opportunities of epidemiological and technological change
as it does so. We hope this report will stimulate not only discussion but action to ensure
this happens.
The 1995 Calman Hine report (Expert Advisory Group on Cancer to the Chief Medical Officers of England and Wales) called for swift reform of cancer services to bring the mortality and survival rates of cancer patients in England and Wales in line with those in other European countries. The report recommended a new integrated structure for cancer services spanning primary care, cancer units in district hospitals and cancer centres at tertiary level in order to provide a comprehensive service.

The government responded in the 1999 White Paper *Saving Lives: Our healthier nation* (Department of Health 1999), which focused on the four big killers, one of which was cancer. It pledged to reduce the death rate from cancer in people under 75 by at least a fifth (compared with 1996) by 2010, saving 100,000 lives.

**The NHS Cancer Plan**

The Department of Health (2000a) then published its blueprint for the modernisation of cancer services in *The NHS Cancer Plan*, which painted a worrying picture of a service that had suffered long-term decline and underinvestment, used outdated practices and lacked specialist staff and equipment.

In response, it promised increased capacity, including an expansion of the workforce and higher levels of investment in equipment. It proposed that these extra resources should be deployed in cancer networks, based around specialist cancer centres. Its aims were to save more lives, to ensure that people with cancer received appropriate support and care as well as the best treatments, to tackle inequalities, and to prepare for the future by investing in the cancer workforce and world-class research.

In 2003, the Department of Health published a three-year progress report on the Cancer Plan (Department of Health 2003). Mortality rates had fallen by 10.3 per cent since 1996 – although this could not be attributed to the Cancer Plan itself – and were halfway to meeting the target set for 2010. Cancer networks were being established.

Cancer prevention was being addressed by smoking cessation services and pilot programmes that encouraged people in deprived areas to eat more fruit and vegetables. Breast screening was being extended to older women.

However, there were still many areas that needed improvement: waiting times were still high, national guidance on services and drugs was not being implemented universally, bowel screening needed to be introduced, and patients needed more information about treatment, and services and support at the end of their lives.
In the following year the department published *The NHS Cancer Plan and the New NHS: Providing a patient-centred service* (Department of Health 2004c). It announced new commitments to reduce the gap in cancer mortality between areas of high and low deprivation by reducing smoking rates and improving early detection of cancer. It also decided to implement a national bowel cancer screening programme.

**National Audit Office reports**

Subsequently, the National Audit Office (NAO) published a series of reports evaluating the progress being made in improving cancer services. The first, *Tackling Cancer in England: Saving more lives* (2004), investigated whether cancer services are saving more lives across England and in relation to other countries.

The report found that, although cancer incidence increased between 1971 and 2000, mortality decreased and survival rates improved (although they did not improve as much for deprived sectors of society as for affluent ones). Progress also varied by type of cancer and by geographical location.

The report also argued that reducing tobacco use can make a major contribution to prevention of cancer and, therefore, that NHS smoking-cessation services should be strengthened. It also recommended a series of other improvements:

- an implementation timetable should be finalised for the national bowel cancer screening programme
- more action should be taken to tackle the delay on the part of some patients in England in coming forward for medical advice when they have suspicious symptoms and more guidance given to GPs on referring patients with suspected cancer
- given the shortage of radiotherapy and radiology staff, hospitals providing these services should compile information on the capacity and demand for services in their area in order to assess local need for extra staff and facilities, and to assess opportunities for service improvement
- information on service improvements intended to address poor cancer outcomes in particular areas should be made available to local communities using standardised national measures as a basis for prioritising the need for additional resources
- multidisciplinary team working should have adequate administrative support
- patients in all areas should have equal access to cancer drugs approved by the (then) National Institute for Clinical Excellence
- the four national cancer clinical audits should be implemented to allow assessment of whether providers of cancer services deliver the best treatment to all age groups of cancer patients.

The second NAO report (2005a) considered how the patient journey could be improved. It found that cancer patients were generally happy with their experience of GPs, with the speed with which their cancer was diagnosed and with how they were told they had cancer.
The care patients received in hospital had improved since 2000, but supportive and palliative care was still not always adequate. The report therefore recommended that end-of-life care should be improved. Again, there were variations between cancer types and between different parts of the country.

The third NAO report (2005b) looked at the Cancer Plan itself. The NAO concluded that it had driven improvements in cancer services in ways that were likely to contribute to the downward trend in cancer mortality. However, it also argued that more work was still needed. In particular, while cancer networks were found to have driven service improvements, some were not yet fully effective (an issue explored in more detail in Sections 5, 6 and 7).

The report found the Cancer Plan compared well with those being introduced in other countries and with World Health Organization guidelines (WHO 2002) for planning cancer services. However, it also found that a number of issues had not been tackled when it was formulated. It noted the need for estimates of the future cancer burden. It also pointed out that the Cancer Plan had not made any provision for revision in response to developments after its publication, such as the structural and organisational changes that had been announced or implemented since 2000.

The report also suggested that a revised and updated cancer strategy could clarify the role of network management teams and the role of key players within a wider cancer network.

**Funding**

In terms of funding for the Cancer Plan, the government committed extra resources specifically to cancer services of £280 million in 2001/2 rising to £570 million in 2003/4. However, these were not ring-fenced and concerns were raised that they were not getting to the front line. The House of Commons Science and Technology Committee (2002) noted a lack of arrangements to ensure the money reached intended services.

The government therefore introduced a system to check that spending on cancer was increasing. This found that cumulative spend had, after a slow start, exceeded the target figure by 2003/4 and was, in fact, £639 million.

There has been significant investment in new drugs, additional staff and in equipment (including 72 new pieces of scanning equipment).

The introduction of programme budgeting in 2003 means that cancer spending can be analysed by primary care trust (PCT). Figure 1 below illustrates the amount PCTs spent on cancer compared with other conditions in 2004/5, and Figure 2, the variation in PCTs' cancer spend for 2004/5.
Updating the Cancer Plan

The House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts published its response to the NAO’s Progress Report on the Cancer Plan in January 2006. It supported most of the specific recommendations that the NAO had made, particularly the case for updating the Cancer Plan in response to new developments.

In its formal response the government accepted this conclusion ‘in principle’ (House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts 2006). It did not, however, define what topics such an update should consider or the process to be used to carry out the work involved.
Summary

The last decade has seen substantial efforts to reduce cancer mortality and morbidity. Early public health initiatives and the NHS Cancer Plan have provided a clear focus for work to prevent cancer and improve cancer services. The National Audit Office has described impressive progress in reducing mortality, improving the patient experience and redesigning services.

But further change is still needed to consolidate recent developments and prepare cancer services for a changing future. In the next sections, we explore how changes in epidemiological trends, medical technology and the wider health policy environment will affect cancer services and we consider the implications of these changes for future cancer policy.
The current state of cancer services

A literature review was conducted to assess the current state of cancer services and the epidemiological and technological trends that were likely to impact on the number of people living with cancer and the services they would receive.

Papers were obtained through an electronic search of major research and policy databases to identify review articles, policy documents, government reports and national statistics, and further material was gathered from the reference lists of these papers.

This section outlines recent initiatives to tackle smoking, drinking and obesity, which are strongly associated with certain cancers (a point discussed in more detail in Section 3), and the reach of current screening programmes.

It also outlines progress towards meeting Cancer Plan targets on diagnosis and treatment, and initiatives on palliative care (future developments, including the impact of new drugs, are examined in Section 4). Finally, it outlines the organisational infrastructure for coordinating cancer services and the role of cancer networks.

Prevention

Tobacco is recognised as the most important human carcinogen, causing between 25 and 30 per cent of all cancers in developed countries (Peto et al 1992). Tobacco control is likely to have a greater impact on reducing cancer incidence and mortality than any other known strategy. Risk reduction begins as soon as an individual stops smoking, an association that is particularly clear for lung cancer (Peto et al 2000). The UK’s ban on tobacco advertising resulted in an estimated 3 per cent reduction in smoking (ASH 2005), and the forthcoming ban on smoking in public places should further reduce the prevalence of smoking by an estimated 4 per cent (Dalgleish et al 2004).

Tobacco taxation policy is a further incentive not to smoke: approximately 80 per cent of the cost of a packet of cigarettes is tax (ASH 2005).

NHS ‘stop smoking’ services report helping more than 200,000 people to quit for at least four weeks. However, subsequent follow-up at one year reveals a success rate of only 15 per cent (Department of Health 2001b).

Alcohol consumption is another risk factor for a number of cancers, and there is a growing awareness of the links between obesity and certain cancers. Colon, kidney, endometrial and post-menopausal breast cancers are all more common in obese people (Dalgleish et al 2004). However, the effectiveness of clinical interventions to detect and reduce
alcoholism and obesity are less clear cut than those relating to tobacco, and there is no single, effective intervention that can be implemented nationally.

Increasing fruit and vegetable consumption is, nevertheless, seen as the second most effective strategy for reducing the risk of cancer (Department of Health 2005a), and the government’s ‘five-a-day’ policy directly addresses this. An estimated 2 million children are benefiting from its school fruit and vegetables scheme (Department of Health 2004a).

The public policy debate around food labelling is also pertinent. There is some potential to reduce obesity by raising awareness of food components, although the relative impact of this on cancer incidence is unknown.

Other public health initiatives aimed at reducing cancer have included campaigns about the risks of prolonged sun exposure, regulations to reduce occupational exposure to carcinogenic chemicals (such as asbestos, ionising radiation and benzene) and national screening programmes.

Screening

The United Kingdom has national cervical and breast screening programmes. Bowel cancer screening is being phased in, and an informed choice programme for prostate cancer has been introduced (NHS Cancer Screening Programmes).

The NHS Cervical Screening Programme, introduced in 1988, offers free tests to women aged 25 to 64, every three to five years. It reached 80 per cent of the 14 million women who were eligible for a smear on at least one occasion in the five years before 2004/5 (NHS Health and Social Care Information Centre 2005). In 2004 the overall mortality rate was 2.8/100,000 women, 60 per cent lower than the rate in 1974 (7.5/100,000). If population screening had not been introduced, it is has been estimated that cervical cancer would have killed one in 65 of all British women born since 1950 (up to 6,000 deaths per year). The programme costs £50 million annually (Bosanquet and Sikora 2006) and the estimated cost per life saved is £36,000 (Peto et al 2004).

The NHS Breast Screening Programme offers free breast screening every three years for women over 50. It reaches about 1.5 million women per year — 75 per cent of those who receive invitations (NHS Breast Screening Programme 2002). Over 11,690 cases of cancer were diagnosed in 2004/5 (NHS Health and Social Care Information Centre 2006); the NHS Breast Screening Programme estimates that 1,400 lives are saved each year (Advisory Council on Breast Cancer Screening 2006). The programme costs £45.50 per woman screened and the cost of each life saved is about £3,000 (Advisory Council on Breast Cancer Screening 2006). The upper age limit has recently been increased from 64 to 70 years, and two-view mammography has recently been introduced to increase detection rates (Wald et al 1995).

From 2006, an NHS Bowel Screening Programme is being introduced in England. This will be targeted at men and women aged 60 to 69. The faecal occult blood test (FOBT) will be used; people will provide stool samples in their own homes and send them off for analysis. Acceptability is known to be limited in some groups. The tests are cheap
(£5 per test) with 2 per cent positive results that trigger a diagnostic colonoscopy costing £127 (Selby et al 1993). A randomised controlled trial found good compliance, a reduction in the rate of advanced colorectal cancer at diagnosis and a significant reduction in colorectal cancer mortality in the screening group compared with the control group (Hardcastle et al 1996).

**Diagnosis and initiation of treatment**

Patients who visit their GP with symptoms that suggest cancer must be given an urgent referral to secondary care under the two-week target established by the Cancer Plan. In June 2006, 98.9 per cent of people with suspected cancer were seen by a specialist within the target time (Department of Health 2006b).

The plan also set a target of a maximum one-month wait from diagnosis to first treatment for all cancers, which was meant to be achieved by the end of 2005. Some 99 per cent of patients diagnosed with cancer start treatment within 31 days.

However, recent statistics from the Department of Health show that while patients are being seen quickly in secondary care, they are not necessarily following the cancer referral pathway after contacting their GP. For the third quarter of 2005/6, 47,872 patients were recorded as being treated for cancer. Some 17,114 were referred by their GPs under the two-week wait and 30,758 came via ‘other routes’ (including consultant-to-consultant referrals, referrals from dentists and referrals from accident and emergency departments). In total, 64 per cent of patients being treated for cancer were not referred by GPs as urgent cases (Department of Health 2006a). This suggests that GPs do not necessarily recognise symptoms as cancer and so do not refer patients urgently.

The third National Audit Office (NAO) report (2005b) (described in Section 1, above) discusses progress against Cancer Plan targets for reducing waits between referral, diagnosis and treatment. For all cancers, almost 90 per cent of patients are waiting a maximum of one month from diagnosis to treatment and 78 per cent are waiting less than two months from referral to starting treatment. The report found that there is still a shortage of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) scanners despite major investment in facilities during implementation of the Cancer Plan. There is also a shortage of radiographers to treat patients following diagnosis.

**Treatment**

Of all patients whose cancer is cured, 90 per cent have undergone surgery to remove their tumours. Increasingly, surgeons are aiming for organ conservation as surgical methods become ever more refined; this is particularly the case for breast cancer. At the other extreme, some types of surgery have become more radical; some patients with hepatoma and cirrhosis now have liver transplants. Meanwhile, improvements in peri-operative anaesthesia and intensive care are contributing to reduced mortality after surgery.

Radiotherapy is mainly used to treat tumours with a curative function, but it also has a function in palliative treatment, and this will become increasingly important as the number of people living with a diagnosis of cancer increases (an issue discussed in detail in Section 3).
Currently, more than 95 per cent of radiotherapy is from external linear accelerator (external beam) radiotherapy, which delivers x-rays or high-energy electrons. Alternatively, a source of x-rays can be inserted into an organ in a technique known as brachytherapy (Scottish Executive Health Department 2001) (future developments in radiotherapy and other treatments are discussed in Section 4).

The length of time patients have to wait to receive radiotherapy has not improved as a result of the Cancer Plan. The Royal College of Radiologists found the percentage of patients needing radical radiotherapy seen ‘outside a maximum acceptable delay’ increased from 32 per cent in 1998 to 72 per cent in 2003 (Ash et al 2004). Latest figures suggest we are beginning to see improvements in waiting times for radiotherapy (Summers and Williams 2006).

Chemotherapy and hormonal treatments are generally used alongside surgery and/or radiotherapy. Chemotherapy has the potential to be curative for a number of childhood and some adult cancers, such as leukaemia and lymphomas; otherwise its use is mainly palliative.

The use of cancer drugs, and the amount of money spent on them, is much lower in the United Kingdom than in the rest of Europe and the United States. In 1997, spending on cancer drugs in Britain was ten times less than in the United States and three and a half times less than in France and Germany (Leonard et al 1997). Indeed, the United States spends 60 per cent of the global chemotherapy budget on only 4 per cent of the world’s population. Treatment in the United States is much more aggressive, and patients who would be treated palliatively in other countries undergo complicated and prolonged treatment (Bosanquet and Sikora 2006).

Other developments

Other recent improvements associated with the Cancer Plan include the recruitment of additional cancer specialists, the development of specialist multidisciplinary teams, investment in additional diagnostic and treatment facilities, National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidance on new treatments and additional training for clinical staff.

Palliation and end-of-life care

The NHS has established an End of Life Care Programme that aims to ‘improve the quality of care at the end of life for all patients and enable more patients to live and die in the place of their choice’ (NHS End of Life Care Programme 2006). It has developed standards for community palliative care in the form of the ‘Gold Standards Framework’ (Thomas 2005).²

Other recent developments in this area include a £3 million per year partnership between the NHS and Macmillan Cancer nurses, and training to develop palliative care skills in community nurses.
The Current State of Cancer Services

Network management team
- Director of services
- Deputy director of services
- Nurse director
- Senior manager
- Lead pharmacist
- District nurse palliative care
- Education co-ordinator
- Information facilitator
- Electronic prescribing manager
- Cancer registry co-ordinator
- Service improvement lead
- Assistant manager

Cancer services improvement partnership
- Network service improvement lead
- Service improvement facilitators
- 2 Network clinical leads – 1 clinical lead per trust

Network board
- Chief executives/medical directors from acute trusts
- Primary care trust chief executives and cancer leads
- Medical school representatives
- Palliative care representatives
- Network management
- User representative

Palliative and supportive care network
- Strategic group representing all areas of palliative and supportive care

Tumour Boards
- Breast
- Brain/CNS
- Chemotherapy
- Colorectal
- Connective tissue
- Diagnostics
- Gynaecology
- Head and neck
- Information
- Leukaemia
- Lymphoma
- Lung
- Nursing
- Paediatric
- Radiotherapy
- Skin/HIV
- Upper GI
- Urology

Other groups
- Tumour board chairs
- Appointments committee

Organisational infrastructure for co-ordinating cancer services

There are 34 cancer networks in England that form the ‘glue’ for co-ordinating the many services required by cancer patients. Their roles include strategic planning and achieving clinical integration, promoting cost-effectiveness, improving clinical outcomes and enhancing the patient experience.

Membership includes representatives from acute trusts, primary care trusts (PCTs), and voluntary sector organisations. The success of a network is generally seen to depend on the commitment of its members to developing a collaborative approach to improving cancer services across their area. Involving other stakeholders – including patients, carers, health care professionals, academics and voluntary organisations – is also seen as important.

Figure 3 gives an example of the structure of one particular cancer network (North London Cancer Network 2003). One of the NAO reports discussed above (2005b) (see Section 1) suggested that a number of improvements could be made to cancer networks. These include providing sufficient resources to run them effectively. But it warned that wider government reforms of the NHS could strain relationships between network partners.

Summary

The United Kingdom has invested in cancer prevention, faster diagnosis and better treatment. This has resulted in new public health and screening programmes and faster access to diagnosis and treatment for those referred via the cancer referral pathway.

However, there is more to be done. Many patients are still not being referred as urgent cases. There are still delays for diagnosis and some treatments, particularly radiography. And most of our interviewees were critical of palliative care services (a point explored in Section 5).

Meanwhile, although the model of cancer networks and centres advocated by the Cancer Plan has been implemented, there are reservations about their effectiveness.

The next sections look at how epidemiological and technological trends could impact on the incidence and treatment of cancer.
The third of the National Audit Office reports discussed above (NAO 2005b) (see Section 1) found that a gap in the Cancer Plan was the lack of any forecasts of the volume of work that cancer services would have to carry out. As a result, it argued it had no clear basis for estimating the scale of resources, both human and physical, that would be needed to implement it. A key element in any such forecast is an estimate of the number of people likely to require treatment and subsequent care and support.

This section summarises published epidemiological data and the views of our interviewees on this subject. It then sets out some key facts bearing on the planning of future cancer services.

**Trends in incidence**

More than one in three people in England and Wales will develop cancer during their lives, and more than a quarter of the population will die from it. More than 220,000 people are diagnosed with cancer each year in England, and it causes more than 128,000 deaths.

Cancer incidence in England increased by almost one third between 1971 and 2000 (NAO 2004). The total number of new cases of cancer is still increasing by 1.4 per cent per year, mainly as a result of the ageing population, screening and earlier diagnosis.

More than 50 per cent of cancers are diagnosed in people aged 70 or over, and 75 per cent in those aged 60 or over (Office for National Statistics 2005b). Cancers in children aged 14 years and under account for only 0.5 per cent of the total (Department of Health 2004c).

The impact of smoking, alcohol and obesity on the incidence of cancer has already been noted (see Section 2). The prevalence of risk factors is known to be higher in areas of socio-economic deprivation. This is reflected in significant geographic and socio-demographic inequalities in the incidence of, and mortality from, a range of cancers, including those of the larynx, lip, mouth, pharynx and lung (Office for National Statistics 2005a). Reducing such inequalities is one of the aims of the Cancer Plan, and the third of the NAO reports discussed in Section 1 says some progress has been made against this target, but further work is needed.

The age-standardised incidence trends for all cancers between 1993 and 2002 remained relatively stable in men (between 406 and 415 per 100,000), and increased by 3 per cent in women. However, these overall trends mask some large changes in types of cancer, as the following figure shows (see Figure 4 overleaf).
**Trends in mortality**

Although the incidence of cancer is increasing, overall mortality is decreasing. Between 1994 and 2004, the age-standardised mortality rate for all malignancies fell by 14 per cent for men and 10 per cent for women. This general trend also hides large variations for different types of cancer (see Figure 5 opposite).

Age-standardised mortality from lung cancer in men has fallen from 77/100,000 in 1994 to 54/100,000 in 2004. In 2004, age-standardised mortality for women from lung cancer was 30/100,000. This rate has remained the same since the mid-1980s.

Rates of mortality from breast cancer have been falling since 1990 despite increases in incidence. The declining mortality is probably due to earlier diagnosis and more effective treatments. In 1994, 14,370 women in the United Kingdom died from breast cancer, and by 2004 deaths had fallen to 12,417.

**Comparison between UK and European survival rates**

The United Kingdom has lower five-year survival rates for most cancers than comparable European countries. Figure 6 (see p 19) shows five-year relative survival rates for the most
commonly diagnosed cancers in the European Union (EU). This pattern is true for patients diagnosed during the periods 1978–85 and 1986–90. The differences between the United Kingdom and the United States are even more stark. Some of these differences are likely to be artefacts, for instance due to disease definitions. Cancer registry procedures vary a lot between countries as to how they record cases and deaths. The registries in some countries cover only small areas and are not representative of the whole country. However, once these variations have been taken into account, it is still true that the differences in survival rates for breast and colon cancer between the United Kingdom and other European countries arise primarily in the first six months after diagnosis. This suggests that the differences in mortality stem from how advanced the disease is at the point of diagnosis and from early access to optimal treatment. It seems that patients in the United Kingdom are more likely to have more advanced disease at diagnosis. However, the United Kingdom does as well on a stage-by-stage basis. There are exceptions, for example, for some gastrointestinal cancers where the United Kingdom was relatively slow to adopt some of the most recent surgical techniques and uses of radiotherapy.

By far the biggest problem is that UK patients have tended to present later than elsewhere. Several factors are bound up in this observation: patients’ willingness to present,
organisation of services especially in primary care, appointment delays and the time taken to get through the system. Some of this has changed following implementation of the Cancer Plan. A number of these factors might still be influencing more recent survival figures, but delays within the system should have reduced (D Forman, personal communication, 2006).

Trends in survival

Between 1996 and 2001, survival rates for cancer in England improved for most cancers and will probably continue to do so. A higher proportion of women than men survive for at least five years following diagnosis (this is referred to as five-year survival), and the younger a person is when diagnosed, the higher the survival rate.

Survival is the most difficult statistic to predict. While there is considerable optimism in the research community about new therapies, tailored therapies and genetically appropriate therapies (see Section 4), many have yet to demonstrate an effect on survival rates. Nevertheless, there has been steady progress in some areas. Figure 6 shows five-year relative survival rates for selected cancers for adults diagnosed during the period 1998–2001 in England.

Five-year breast cancer survival among women diagnosed from 1998 to 2001 was 80 per cent. Five-year survival from colon cancer among men and women was 50 per cent. These five-year survival rates for breast and colon cancers were approximately 2.5 per cent higher than for patients diagnosed during the period 1996–99. Five-year prostate cancer survival for men diagnosed from 1998 to 2001 was 71 per cent. This was around 6 per cent higher than for patients diagnosed from 1996 to 1999. In contrast, lung cancer survival rates have not improved substantially in the past decade. During the period 1998–2001, 6 per cent of men and 7 per cent of women survived for five years following diagnosis.

The future cancer burden

An estimate of the future number of cancer patients is needed to plan the allocation of resources for all phases of care: primary prevention, screening, early diagnosis, treatment and palliative care.

The main elements in such a forecast are:

- changes in incidence (allowing for changes in risk factors)
- demographic change (since incidence is age related)
- estimates of the impact of preventive measures
- estimates of the changes in diagnosis and treatment that will affect the identification of extra cases, the number of survivors needing long-term care and the number cured entirely.

The Cancer Plan did not make a forecast of the number of future cancer patients and it lies outside the scope of this report to do so. However, the people interviewed for this research (see Section 5) argued that some broad indications are available.
**Figure 6**

Five-year relative survival rates for the most commonly diagnosed cancers in the European Union

Source: Cancer Research UK 2004

---

**Figure 7**


Source: Office for National Statistics 2005
Figure 8 shows the actual and projected population of the United Kingdom from 1991 to 2071. Figure 9 illustrates the predicted continual increase in cancer incidence to 2010.

The UK population is projected to increase by 7.2 million during the period 2004–31 (Office for National Statistics 2006). There will be more births than deaths, and more immigrants than emigrants. The United Kingdom has an ageing population. The proportion of people aged over 65 is projected to increase from 16 per cent in 2004 to 23 per cent by 2031. This is an inevitable consequence of the age structure of the population alive today, in particular the ageing of the large numbers of people born after the Second World War and during the baby boom of the 1960s.

If we assume that the risk of an individual getting cancer remains the same, there will be a substantial increase in demand for services as a result of the impact of demography alone.

The future pattern of cancer is governed by what is happening in breast, bowel, lung and prostate cancer. The interplay of these cancers is the major driver of overall incidence rates.

Breast cancer profoundly affects the pattern of cancer in women. The conventional wisdom is that rates are increasing in the United Kingdom. However, in the past three to four years, incidence rates have been fairly constant, and the United Kingdom has not experienced the year-on-year increases seen a decade ago, although it is too early to say that the incidence of breast cancer is no longer increasing.
In the United Kingdom, breast cancers are being detected at an earlier stage through screening and improved management, so mortality is substantially decreasing. This was evident in the United Kingdom before many other countries.

Bowel cancer in the United Kingdom is more or less constant over time – there has not been much fluctuation in the last decade. The hope is that the impending screening programme (see Section 2) will identify cases of bowel cancer at a very early stage and therefore reduce incidence rates. However, this will depend on how long implementation of the screening programme takes and then how long it is before it is taken up by the population.

The incidence and mortality of lung cancer in men is declining rapidly. This has had a substantial impact on age-standardised rates of total cancer burden. It is unclear what will happen for women. Until recently, rates for women have tracked those of men with a
30-year time lag. However, if recent increases in smoking rates in young women continue, this historic pattern may be broken and rates for women may start to increase relative to men.

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing for prostate cancer is becoming increasingly common – although not as a nationally planned screening programme. This is leading to large numbers of men diagnosed with malignant disease, with consequent management problems for the NHS and morbidity problems for men who are diagnosed. There is no clear evidence of PSA testing ultimately improving prognosis and life expectancy for men. The incidence of prostate cancer has been rising rapidly for the past ten years while mortality has remained more or less constant.

As treatment is undeniably getting better there will be an increasing number of cancer survivors.

The Cancer Plan was largely focused on improving care for newly diagnosed patients. It gave less consideration to longer-term survivors living with the disease five or more years after diagnosis. The numbers of these patients will increase disproportionately to the number of newly diagnosed patients because of improved treatments. This will have an impact on social as well as health care services.

Most difficult of all to predict is the impact of policy change, including a focus on prevention or the investment in cancer services made in recent years.

**Summary**

As the population ages, the burden of illness from cancer will inevitably increase although a dramatic decrease in the number of smokers would have the potential to modify this rise. This will be compounded by parallel reductions in mortality from heart disease, with the inevitable consequence that the proportion of the population living with and dying from cancer will increase (Honore and Lleras Muney 2004).

The increasing cancer burden will drive demand for service expansion, as will new forms of treatment as they become available, with obvious resource implications. The following section describes emerging treatments and the possible impact they will have.
The trends in cancer prevalence described in the last section are partly predicated on improved survival due to treatment innovations.

Dramatic developments have been predicted in cancer drugs, surgical techniques and locally targeted radiotherapy, although the timescales for these innovations remain unclear. To enthusiasts, they are just around the corner while sceptics note that they have been just around the corner for many years.

Recent media coverage about the anti-breast-cancer drug Herceptin suggests that the benefits from new drugs are now on the near horizon, while the potential contribution of other technologies, such as robotics, remains further away.

**Developments in screening and prevention**

Although not strictly technological developments, understanding about effective prevention is increasing, as are the options for delivering screening. A cluster of new screening and preventive technologies have been developed that may contribute to reductions in cancer incidence and mortality.

**Screening**

Trials are currently under way to evaluate the use of CT colonography in older symptomatic patients. It could be an alternative to conventional colonoscopy and equally sensitive to cancer, but potentially safer, cheaper and more acceptable to patients.

The UK Collaborative Trial of Ovarian Cancer Screening (UKCTOCS) is studying 200,000 post-menopausal women (age range 50 to 74) for six years and results will be published in 2012. The cost implications to the NHS of screening and the psychological effects on the women taking part are being investigated.

There is currently no national screening programme for lung cancer in the United Kingdom (National Screening Committee UK 2005), although research is under way in the United States to compare the impact on mortality of spiral CT scans with standard chest x-rays (American Cancer Society 2006). There is also a joint Dutch–Belgian randomised trial of lung cancer screening.

**Preventing cancer**

Estimates that between 30 and 50 per cent of cancer could be prevented by reduction in risk factors remain extremely challenging (WHO 2003). Current initiatives in relation to smoking, alcohol and obesity were described above (see Section 2).
There is also emerging work on other approaches to prevention. Vaccines are under development for selected viral infections that are linked to cancers. Human papilloma virus (HPV) is associated with cervical cancer and a licence has just been granted in the United States for an HPV vaccine. (Cancer Research UK 2006). Epstein–Barr virus causes nasopharyngeal cancer and hepatitis B causes primary liver cancer. Approximately 11 per cent of the global cancer burden can be attributed to infective agents (WHO 2003).

Chronic inflammation is also implicated in the aetiology of cancer: *H pylori* infection is associated with stomach and oesophageal cancers, chronic bronchitis with lung cancer, chronic liver inflammation (caused by hepatitis B or C) with hepatoma. These are long-term mechanisms that offer potential for intervention, either in the form of vaccines or anti-inflammatory treatments (Cox 2 inhibitors, aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs).

Genetic research also has potential, although the timescale for these developments remains unclear. Opportunities for precisely targeted prevention and treatment will grow, and individuals could know what cancers their genes predispose them to. The average age at diagnosis could decrease as health professionals will know which cancers to screen for, enabling earlier diagnosis, treatment and potential cure. Tailored chemoprevention will be widespread and biomarkers of risk will be identified, motivating people to look after themselves.

**New drugs**

In the past, the clinical benefits of chemotherapy drugs have typically been balanced by highly toxic side effects. Many are administered intravenously as a hospital inpatient or in a day unit, and additional treatment is often required to manage side effects. In future, more drugs will target tumours at the molecular level and will be given orally, reducing the need for administration in hospital. Oral drugs can be more expensive than intravenous ones, but related drug administration costs are lower. However, the drugs still need to be prescribed and monitored by an oncology team (Scottish Executive Health Department 2001).

Cancers treated by chemotherapy can be divided into three groups. In the first, there is a high percentage of complete response to treatment, resulting in a high cure rate. Examples include Hodgkin’s disease, and childhood and testicular cancers. Only 5 per cent of cancers fall into this group. The second group contains cancers that have a high complete response rate to chemotherapy, but a low cure rate. This group includes breast and ovarian cancers that may respond to drugs, prolonging life for months or years for some patients. The final group has a low response rate and low cure rate – chemotherapy is not very beneficial. Cancers in this group include prostate, pancreas, colon and stomach (McVie et al 2004). There is a small amount of palliation, and survival is typically increased by months rather than years.

There are currently more than 2,000 cancer drugs in development, and some drugs with specific molecular targets (biological or immunotherapies) are already available. They include trastuzumab (Herceptin, a monoclonal antibody that targets the HER-2 protein over-expressed in 20 to 25 per cent of breast cancers), imatinib (Gleevec, a growth
inhibitor used in the treatment of chronic myeloid leukaemia and gastro-intestinal stromal tumours) and erlotinib (Tarceva, an epidermal growth factor inhibitor used as a second-line treatment and for recurrent non-small cell lung cancers).

Although these drugs have some clinical effect, their impact on survival may be marginal. This was demonstrated by the TRIBUTE trial, which compared the survival of patients with non-small cell lung cancer treated with erlotinib+carboplatin+paclitaxel with controls treated with placebo+carboplatin+paclitaxel. The median survival for patients treated with erlotinib was 10.6 months compared with 10.5 months for placebo (Herbst et al 2005).

However, the clinical effectiveness of new drugs may improve if developments in pharmacogenetics (the emerging science that studies how an individual reacts to a drug according to their genetic make-up) can be used to target the drugs to people who will benefit most.

It is possible that the new generation of cancer drugs that is now emerging will make the experience of cancer patients more like the experience of those with other chronic diseases. Biological therapies may keep the condition under control. A growing proportion of people will still be alive tens of years after their initial diagnosis, living in remission or with controlled metastatic disease. More and more people, in other words, will live long lives as cancer survivors.

**The future of cancer surgery**

One of the major developments predicted for cancer surgery is computer-assisted surgery with three-dimensional imaging (Bhattacharya et al 2004). This may allow the tumour and anatomy of the organ to be clearly visible on a screen in front of the surgeon before the first cut is made, helping them to excise the tumour very precisely. Intra-operative diagnosis will also be more prevalent. Ultrasound scans used during surgery may show previously undiscovered metastases, which can be dealt with immediately.

Other possible imaging developments include marking tumours with a radioactive isotope, so that a Geiger counter passed over the body can detect distant metastases, or with fluorescent markers that glow in the dark (Bhattacharya et al 2004). These developments are expected to occur within the next 20 years.

Adjunctive therapies will be used at the same time as surgery. The area surrounding the tumour can be irradiated during the operation or chemotherapy drugs injected into blood vessels to prevent any cancer cells ‘escaping’ (chemoembolisation). Already, chemotherapy is used to shrink tumours before they are removed, followed by more chemotherapy or radiotherapy to prevent reoccurrence (Bhattacharya et al 2004). Use of preventive surgery could become more prevalent as screening tests become more advanced, and those at high risk will be identified earlier.

Patients will increasingly be cared for by organ-specific teams working in a small number of specialised centres. Team members will include surgeons, oncologists, pathologists and other allied health professionals. They will stay in hospital for less time, and many procedures will be carried out as day cases.
The high costs of increased technology will be offset by smaller amounts spent on long hospital stays and lower morbidity (illness). Post-operative patients will increasingly be cared for in the community and monitored by their team via email, telephone or video links (Bhattacharya et al. 2004).

Other emerging technologies that may eventually transform treatment are on the more distant horizon. Robotic arms are already being used for operations. The surgeon operating the robot does not have to be physically in theatre, and could be in another city or even continent (Bhattacharya et al. 2004).

**Radiotherapy**

Radiotherapy can be used in combination with surgery and chemotherapy, and is especially effective in the treatment of prostate cancer. However, some experts predict that it will not be used in 20 years’ time (Kunkler et al. 2004) as it is undervalued and has suffered from long-term underinvestment. Although radiotherapy requires a high initial outlay, the cost per treatment is low.

Improvements in functional imaging will go hand in hand with developments in radiotherapy delivery. Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning will provide information about the functional anatomy of a tumour so that radiotherapy can be targeted very precisely. Intensity modulated radiotherapy shapes a beam of radiation very precisely so that healthy tissue is spared as much as possible. Combining this with PET scanning during treatment (rather than scanning after treatment is finished, as happens now) will save patients from unnecessary toxicity as treatment can be stopped early if it is not working (Bosanquet and Sikora 2006).

Other more speculative technological developments include the robotic ‘cyberknife’ which combines a linear accelerator with a computerised tomography (CT) scanner, delivering radiotherapy from six different angles.

Boron neutron capture is a technique that can be used to deliver radiation from within a tumour. Boron can be added to drugs that are taken up by tumours and then irradiated with a low energy neutron beam; this is biologically targeted radiation (Bosanquet and Sikora 2006). These futuristic sounding developments are currently being used in other countries.

There are staffing implications for these technological innovations. The skill mix of the cancer care team may need to be adjusted. Retention also needs to be improved, and more radiographers will need to be trained.

**Summary**

There is little doubt that the technology of cancer care will continue to develop, reflecting the large sums of money spent worldwide on research and development.

What is less clear is the timescale over which these developments will have a significant impact on survival, how they will impact on the overall burden of cancer and what they will mean for the way that cancer services are provided.

The next section outlines some of the views of our interviewees on these issues, and their thoughts on the future organisation of cancer services.
We conducted ten interviews with experts in different aspects of cancer epidemiology, treatment and organisation (see the Appendix) to explore their views on:

- the impact of the Cancer Plan
- the organisation of cancer services
- patient priorities for the future
- key influences on the future need for and supply of cancer services, including epidemiological trends and the potential impact of new technologies
- the prevention and early detection of cancer and the balance between preventive and treatment services
- the process for reviewing and developing cancer policy
- the potential content of future cancer policy.

The interviewees are not necessarily representative of all available views on cancer.

A core interview schedule was developed covering these themes, and supplemented with additional questions to reflect the specific knowledge and expertise of each interviewee and to test our emerging ideas about future cancer policy.

Some interviewees wanted their remarks to remain unattributed, so this section presents a summary of comments, plus unattributed quotes to explain and amplify the points made.

**Views on the Cancer Plan**

There was near-universal agreement among our interviewees that the Cancer Plan has been a ‘good thing’; that it has raised the profile of cancer among policy-makers and made it more of a priority in the NHS.

There was also general agreement that it has provided a clear strategic direction for service developments, led to more streamlined clinical pathways, contributed to better access and shorter waiting times, improved treatment and survival rates, and encouraged a better experience for patients.

*The Cancer Plan has created a road map – without which no progress would have been made.*

*Overall the Cancer Plan has been a good thing. It has improved access to services, speeded up patient journeys... and improved communication with patients.*
There was universal support for the ‘hub and spoke’ model of service organisation brought in by the Cancer Plan, with specialist centres supporting peripheral generalist providers (see Section 7). Indeed, one interviewee described this networked approach as ‘essential’ where care is provided by many different providers.

However, many had serious concerns about the strategic and planning roles of cancer networks and the extent to which they can function effectively in a changing policy environment which are discussed further below.

There was also less agreement about the development of multidisciplinary teams. A few interviewees strongly supported these for bringing together disparate clinicians to co-ordinate clinical management planning. Others saw them as important in some cases but often unnecessary for patients with ‘routine’, uncomplicated cancers and therefore inefficient.

Some interviewees also expressed a general reservation that while the aspirations of the Cancer Plan were very good, there have been difficulties in implementing it. Many possible explanations for this were offered including arrangements for the allocation of resources and responsibility for implementation.

*It’s hard to roll out national projects because a lot of the money and responsibility has been devolved locally.*

Other concerns included the lack of guidance on measuring the impact of cancer services. The need for rapid methodological progress with outcomes measurement and adjusting for case mix and co-morbidity was also noted.

*The idea of providing cancer outcome data was inherent in the Cancer Plan but this has not happened – apart from out-of-date cancer survival data from the cancer registries.*

*It’s hard to get risk-adjusted outcomes. It’s taken the cardiac surgeons five years to put this kind of information in the public domain; there are only a few of them, and they had the incentive of Bristol to drive them… We need to record disease stage at presentation and co-morbidity to allow for case mix adjustment.*

**Prevention and early detection**

Some interviewees thought the Cancer Plan paid too little attention to preventing cancer.

*Prevention has not been so effective. Screening and smoking cessation was left to PCTs [primary care trusts] rather than to the networks, so it hasn’t been effective as it could have been.*

Two interviewees also noted continuing inequalities in the distribution of cancer risk (discussed in Section 2) and felt more should be done to tackle them.

*You need multidimensional health intervention policies in areas of high social deprivation. There are all sorts of economic issues. Can you disentangle health interventions from genuine economic hardships? Without tackling economic problems can you affect health?*
However, others felt the balance struck between prevention and treatment may have been appropriate, given the limited range of cancer prevention interventions of proven effectiveness.

_The only important prevention area is smoking cessation. The government is too slow in developing anti-smoking policy. All other prevention work is insignificant in comparison._

_There is lots of research under way on diet and cancer. But can we bring bowel cancer under control by primary prevention? Who knows?_

Several interviewees argued that we need to know more about what works in terms of behavioural change – and there is an active programme of government-funded research in this area. However, one interviewee argued that within five to ten years, developments in genetic risk banding (the identification of low penetrance genes that shape personal risk) will enable us to personalise prevention and develop highly individualised behaviour programmes and risk reduction plans (the ‘technology’ of prevention is also discussed in Section 4).

**High-cost drugs**

There was universal agreement that the slow trickle of new cancer drugs seen in recent years (and discussed in Section 4) will speed up, and that each launch will require hard decisions to be made about funding and eligibility for treatment. There was also general concern that the media’s tendency to portray new drugs as ‘miracle cures’ is fuelling patient expectations and risks undermining the doctor–patient relationship.

_The media are often unhelpful – they pronounce products as miracle drugs when in fact they lead to just a small increase in life expectancy. This creates false expectations._

_Patients are going to have to accept rationing. There will be hard choices to be made and patients and the public need to be involved, but from a position of understanding. This will require the provision of information in understandable ways, including [information] addressing non-English speaking and illiterate populations._

However, two interviewees noted that the cost of new drugs is relatively small in comparison with the efficiency savings that could be made by redesigning pathways of care. For example, one noted that many of the estimated 17,000 NHS inpatients each day receiving cancer therapies could be treated in alternative settings. Another argued that as new chemotherapeutic agents emerge, less surgery will be needed and it will be possible to provide more treatment in day case or community facilities, with the savings re-directed towards the new drugs.

However, there was little consensus about the likely timescale for these developments. And some felt such changes would only delay public debate about how society wants to value each month of additional survival.

A few argued that explicit eligibility criteria will be needed, underpinned by information on effectiveness and public debate. In this context, there was both support for and concern about the work of the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence.
NICE is a great idea that works very badly... It takes two years longer than in other countries to get a decision and then it’s not implemented quickly. The systematic review process wastes time; you just need to look at few key papers. It is unlikely that important findings, even if negative, would remain hidden.

If we want an equitable approach, based on NICE, for everyone, then there must be some delay.

**Patient priorities for cancer care**

Our interviewees recognised that emphasis on the two-week referral standard has speeded up access for patients referred via the cancer referral pathway. However, some argued that it has also distorted waiting times in other parts of the service.

The two-week wait target is a problem because it distorts waiting times for the investigation of other symptoms.

Despite, this, interviewees felt the patient pathway through cancer care does not need to be radically altered, although all felt it can still be speeded up and made more efficient.

Interviewees noted that gaps between health and social care, primary and secondary care and palliative care exist and need to be closed, although there were differences of opinion about how to do this. Suggestions included better clinical pathways and more effective multidisciplinary teams.

Interviewees also suggested that, from a patient’s perspective, a range of developments are needed:

- better information at time of diagnosis and afterwards, including risk-adjusted outcome data on which to make choices
- more opportunities for informed, shared decision-making
- improved services in the community
- more and better day-care treatment
- improved palliative care services
- a dedicated key worker or lead clinician
- 24-hour a day access to specialist nurses and members of palliative care teams
- fair access to high-cost drugs.

**Palliative care**

Interviewees acknowledged some improvement in palliative care services and welcomed current activity to implement the Gold Standards Framework for palliative care (Thomas 2003). Overall, they were seen as a relatively neglected area of cancer policy. A number mentioned the lack of resources directed at palliative care services.

Palliative and end-of-life services still have a long way to go. More resources are needed and there is still a low percentage of people dying at home. This will have to change with an ageing population.

One described the difficulties of moving different services together to create a critical mass for palliative care. Another pointed out the weak links between primary care, social care and palliative care providers. Three interviewees argued for the need to link the development of palliative care services to a wider debate about end-of-life care.
The changing context of cancer care

There was broad agreement that too much cancer care is provided in acute hospital inpatient facilities. Interviewees felt that ongoing surveillance of patients in remission does not require hospital facilities.

However, views differed about whether cancer should be seen in the same way as long-term conditions such as diabetes, heart disease and asthma. Some argued the outcome for many cancers is either death or cure. Very few (such as a chronic myeloid leukaemia) are chronic. Most cancers follow a different pattern from long-term conditions.

We can learn from the chronic disease model but you can’t apply it to cancer. I don’t agree with description of cancer as chronic disease. Cancer has a chronicity. Patients may... live with [cancer] for 25 years or more, but have long periods when they are well. Many may eventually recur and once patients start dying they do so quite quickly. There is a different trajectory from other chronic diseases.

Others thought that cancers are like other chronic conditions – or may be for part of their clinical course. At these times, the aim is control rather than cure, although it was unclear whether this work should be done in primary or secondary care.

Of course cancer is a chronic disease. But this raises questions about whether it should be in primary care or secondary care... The [American] Kaiser [Permanente] model is the right way. We need a network of providers bringing in diverse services such as social care and transport.

Interviewees also argued that developments in diagnostics increasingly allow investigation in the community. Some also felt that the treatment of recurrence does not necessarily require further surgery and that palliative treatment can increasingly be provided in community settings. Several interviewees suggested that limited changes could be made now, building on lessons learned from other countries.

You need to look at the follow-up period between initial diagnosis and first relapse: it’s currently in secondary care, but it should be in primary care. There should be a community-based service after patients have finished their first set of treatments, including a surveillance programme.

The UK has twice as many beds as other countries, we don’t need so many. There should be an ambulatory model. Plurality of provision is important. We need to unbundle diagnostics and need to implement ambulatory, polyclinic models.

However, one other interviewee highlighted potential problems with losing the economies of scale associated with hospital care and another raised concerns about the financial arrangements for local drug delivery.

Things are stretched and difficult enough in hospital, with overflowing clinics. Out in the community would be much less efficient.

Chemo will be administered at home if it’s affordable. In a quirk of the Treasury, chemo can be ordered VAT-free for delivery at home; although very few people do it. The price differential could be used to pay for home nursing.
Some interviewees were also concerned about whether there are enough skilled clinicians to implement such developments, and the likelihood of achieving sufficient ‘buy in’ from both primary and secondary care clinicians.

Transfer into the community will be hindered by the design of homes, lack of facilities, lack of informal carers, lack of support from community services such as physiotherapists and GPs. Nurses tend to see themselves as either hospital or community-based – they aren’t good at bridging the two. We need more integration and understanding of the two roles.

Research is needed to address these issues (see Section 7).

Choice and contestability

There was broad agreement that cancer services must respond to the patient ‘choice’ agenda (outlined in Section 6), and attempts by independent sector providers to enter the NHS cancer care market.

The need for ‘empathic, honest information’ to support choice was also noted, along with opportunities to talk with a health professional about available choices.

One interviewee saw new providers as a way of extending community care, but with provisos about the need for back-up from NHS hospitals. There was broad agreement that a ‘mixed economy’ of service providers is highly likely.

Some private companies are delivering chemotherapy at home. At first there were problems but it now works well, as they are effectively in shared care with NHS. We need to recognise that the NHS can no longer be the only provider.

However, there were also concerns. Although most interviewees felt that cancer patients should not be denied choice, they also felt that most simply want the best treatment.

A small amount of competition between providers can improve services, but patients simply want the best treatment, not to have to choose between different providers. How can a patient choose between teams? This isn’t a problem only for cancer patients, but is particularly acute for them.

Some interviewees worried that excessive expansion of a market in cancer services provision could result in surplus capacity and reduced efficiency. They also felt the introduction of new providers could fragment and/or duplicate services, and that it could be hard to maintain expertise across multiple, smaller units.

One interviewee expressed a strong belief that if new providers are to enter the NHS market, they will have to participate in cancer networks and develop their services in line with local strategic objectives. Another described the potential for new networks that use IT and communications technologies to link disparate specialist centres with local providers.

We may in future see networks of providers that overlap geographically and compete. One would need to pull commissioners out of the networks... improve their skills and have them working alongside. This would allow different networks of providers to test
out different ways of doing things... But having several competing providers could result in excess capacity and inefficiency.

Cancer networks

Commissioning issues

The effectiveness of cancer networks as they exist at present is partly determined by the role played by participating commissioners – and the commissioning ability of PCTs is variable.

Our interviewees felt that while some PCTs are leading the strategic direction of cancer networks, others lack the expert knowledge and skills needed to commission effectively, or find themselves in conflict with the priorities of cancer networks and large hospitals.

In [X County] the cancer network was a commissioning network. But in [Y City] the network has not been able to achieve commissioning. There is no buy in from commissioners. It is a talking shop only, it doesn’t commission or provide so it’s ineffective.

Several interviewees argued that cancer commissioning should take place at supra-PCT level – either through clusters of PCTs or at national level. A care pathway approach was proposed as another way to strengthen commissioning, with commissioning strategies based on projected numbers for each cancer.

There are four levels of commissioning: practice-based commissioning; PCTs; supra-PCT; and specialist. Cancer should be commissioned at supra-PCT level, with rare cancers only commissioned at specialist level. At supra-PCT level there could be consortia... but these arrangements are not clear yet.

Organisational issues

It will already be clear that our interviewees had diverse views about cancer networks. Advocates were convinced that they are the best way to bring together and co-ordinate the work of multiple service providers. The most sceptical interviewee described networks as ‘not fit for purpose’ and ‘costly strategic bodies that don’t deliver’.

Views differed on the future organisation of networks. One interviewee thought they should stay largely as they are, but that the rules by which they operate must be tightened.

All parts of the country should be covered [by networks] and all provider organisations should have to join (including foundation trusts). There needs to be more prescriptive central guidance.

Others argued that the integration of provision and commissioning in a single network is unsustainable and that commissioning should be separated. One proposed they should commission services from networks of providers like the US health maintenance organisation Kaiser Permanente, which buys services from a plurality of providers working to common pathways and standards.

The only way forward for the NHS is a commissioning network approach like Kaiser... with a consistent care pathway or orchestrated care providers and an agreed clinical model commissioned from a plurality of providers.
Interviewees saw networks as potentially covering NHS, independent and voluntary sector providers as well and possibly also social care and other services.

**Summary**

The interviews revealed areas of consensus about the positive impact of the cancer plan and about its gaps and weaknesses. They also highlighted various differences of opinion. These include the value of preventive work; the implications of choice and new providers of cancer services; and the future form and function of networks. These themes will be considered in more detail in Section 7. Before that, Section 6 reviews wider changes in NHS policy that affect the development of cancer services.
The Cancer Plan was published soon after the launch of the NHS Plan in 2000 (Department of Health 2000b). Many of its aims mirrored those proposed for the NHS as a whole.

However, the blueprint for the wider NHS has changed substantially since then. Patient choice, foundation trusts, competition between providers and new financial arrangements have significantly changed the landscape in which cancer services are provided.

In this section, we review recent policy developments and briefly explore their impact on cancer services. In the following section we consider their implication for the future development of cancer policy.

Changes in the high-level policy context

When the Cancer Plan was published, the government had just launched the largest and most fundamental reform programme that the NHS had ever experienced. That programme, set out in *The NHS Plan* (Department of Health 2000b), embodied many wide-ranging goals and specific targets – including targets for waiting times – set by the Department of Health. It was enforced by a rigorous system of performance management.

Although the origins of the Cancer Plan predate the NHS Plan, its underlying philosophy was compatible with it: a serious shortfall in performance had been identified and a nationally directed programme of improvement, expressed in terms of targets and working through a single broad approach to service configuration, was put in place to remedy it.

Some two years later, however, the government began to retreat from the ‘top-down’ approach to reforming the NHS in the face of strong criticisms from within and without the service. The critics argued that the use of targets was excessive and that the vast range of policies being introduced was sometimes inconsistent. For these reasons, they argued that the role of the Department of Health should be reduced.

From 2002 onwards, the government began to introduce a range of policies designed to free the local NHS from central government control and, at the same time, give users more influence over its operation. The Department of Health also accepted that the number of centrally determined targets should be reduced. This new direction of policy has come to comprise several elements.
CHOICE
The government introduced its patient choice programme to help reduce waiting lists by allowing patients to choose hospitals where waits were shorter. It has subsequently sought to create choice more widely, as part of its general policy of giving users a greater say in how services are delivered.

FOUNDATION TRUSTS
Foundation status frees trusts from the direct control of the Secretary of State. They have greater borrowing powers than other types of trust, giving them more scope to develop their services without reference to other parts of the NHS.

FINANCIAL REFORM
To support the introduction of patient choice for elective care, the government is reforming the way that hospital services are financed. The new system is called Payment by Results and it is based on a national tariff that sets fixed prices for all hospital treatments and procedures on an episode-by-episode basis.

It provides more levers to change the balance of services than block contracts, as the type and location of services can be encouraged or discouraged by setting a high or low tariff.

COMMISSIONING REFORM
The government is introducing two reforms of commissioning. The first is a reduction in the number of primary care trusts (PCTs) to create commissioners with more buying power in relation to provider trusts. The second is practice-based commissioning, which is intended to make purchasing more effective at local level by engaging clinicians in commissioning decisions.

NEW PROVIDERS
Initially, the government began to introduce new providers of elective care to the NHS in order to increase its capacity and has continued with this policy to create a degree of competition. It has gone on to indicate its support for introducing new providers across all NHS services, including those outside hospitals.

Overall, in the new version of the NHS being created, the drivers for change are to be a combination of ‘market’ type pressures and a regulatory structure designed to identify and respond to poor performance.

Tensions and complementarities
In some areas the policy developments set out above have worked with the grain of the Cancer Plan. This is particularly true of those in the Public Health White Paper Choosing Health: Making healthier choices easier (Department of Health 2004b), where initiatives to support the preventive measures set out in the Cancer Plan were reinforced.

In other areas, there are potential tensions between the philosophy of the Cancer Plan and that implicit in the new NHS, and these will become stronger as the new framework is developed.

- Although the Cancer Plan has not been managed centrally on a day-to-day basis, it is overseen nationally and it embodies a single broad strategy of service development.
The philosophy of the new NHS is supportive of local initiative, rather than national planning. Implicit in this would be greater local discretion for PCTs to set their own cancer policy.

- The main focus of the Cancer Plan was to improve the organisation of hospital-based care. The new emphasis is on shifting care to the community.
- The new financial regime of Payment by Results was designed initially for elective/episodic care from a single provider, rather than the long patient journeys typical of cancer, and for hospital services rather than community ones. The cancer services provided by multiple networked providers do not fit easily with this payment system.
- The creation of foundation trusts was explicitly designed to encourage independent action, rather than the co-operation implicit in the concept of a cancer network.
- Encouragement of new providers, for profit and not-for-profit, also threatens the co-operative working implicit in the patient pathway and cancer networks. The pursuit of independent organisational goals may conflict with the collective objectives of the networks.

**Impacts**

These broad changes in the policy environment are already affecting the organisation and delivery of cancer services.

This can be seen from a recent review of the incentives acting on a single strategic health authority, which was conducted to explore the tensions and complementarities created by policy since the NHS Plan (Grant 2005).

The review included a case study of cancer services and identified concerns about many of the issues we have discussed here, including the impact of choice and the need to clearly identify where policy needs to be made nationally and where there is scope for local action. Its findings are summarised in the box overleaf.

Other examples of changes driven by recent reform include an NHS contract with US-based independent provider Ovations Healthcare to develop the primary care cancer workforce (Department of Health 2004d) and the UK independent provider Healthcare at Home providing home chemotherapy to NHS patients.

**The drive for more community-based care**

Two of the main ‘market-type’ drivers for change, mentioned above, are the financial incentives associated with Payment by Results and practice-based commissioning. The former encourages hospitals and other specialist providers to maximise any activity they can provide at a cost that is below the national tariff. The latter will provide incentives for GPs to reduce hospital referrals and manage patients in community settings (at presumed lower cost than hospital care).

At present the national tariff covers episodes of care that could be split between hospital and community settings. Work to ‘unbundle’ payment for care in different settings has not yet been implemented, so incentives remain to retain care in hospital settings.
SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF CURRENT POLICY AND INCENTIVES ON THE SOUTH EAST LONDON CANCER NETWORK

Drawing on a combination of interviews and document analysis, this case study found that those involved in the cancer network considered collaborative working essential to success.

Policy that promotes competition and independent action was seen to jeopardise collaboration and to reinforce the boundaries between organisations. It was also seen to increase the risk of takeover by strong providers, at the possible cost of the loss of locally responsive services.

The current incentives environment was not effectively promoting an appropriate balance between primary, community and hospital services.

The case study commented that collaboration between specialist and other providers needs to pursue various objectives in tandem. These include localness, responsiveness and quality. It also noted that a strong commissioner would be needed to achieve this.

The study suggested that clinician-led multidisciplinary teams should be the focal point of collaboration and that local accessibility could be maintained through developing more community cancer services.

It also suggested that greater autonomy for cancer networks is essential to allow them to implement national initiatives and ‘translate’ them to fit the local context.

It concluded that a more sophisticated payment system is required with tariffs that reflect the complexity of cancer care. These should incentivise the implementation of agreed clinical pathways and the provision of selected services in local settings.

The report also concluded there is a need to distinguish two elements of commissioning that can be separated. First, the planning and design of services that can be done at national level (it argued that 80 to 90 per cent of patient pathways can be standardised, as can quality standards). Second, local contracting to specify how, where and by whom services should be provided locally.

The case study also concluded that the role of networks as either purchaser or providers of care should be clarified. Financial arrangements must be developed to support the chosen role.

(Source: Grant 2005)
Given the recognised weaknesses in commissioning, relatively powerful hospitals are able to resist commissioners' efforts to transfer services to community settings. In due course, hospitals may seek to take over provision of community services if they can provide them more cheaply than equivalent hospital services and below tariff rates. The tensions between the incentives built into Payment by Results and the wider government vision of providing more health care outside hospital are, in other words, substantial.

In response, the government published a White Paper, *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* (Department of Health 2006c), that sets out its vision for the future configuration of English health services.

The four main goals of the White Paper are:
- health promotion, more effective prevention and earlier intervention
- transfer of services from acute hospitals to community settings
- reduced inequalities and improved access to general practice and other community health services
- better support for people with long-term conditions, including the major development of self-care programmes.

The White Paper makes little specific reference to cancer services, but the overall direction of travel that it sets out is highly relevant. Some of the main developments it proposes are:
- more specialist care provided in community settings, with initiatives to define clinically safe patient pathways to support this
- investment in new community facilities (sometimes termed ‘polyclinics’), combining general practice, primary care, diagnostics and minor treatment
- a duty of partnership between health and social care to improve service integration for people with complex, chronic health problems
- patient empowerment for self-care including better access to information and care plans
- workforce development to support people with ongoing needs.

**Tensions and complementarities**

These proposals are largely consistent with the needs of cancer patients. For example, developing better access to information is already in progress in relation to cancer.

The development of clinical pathways around which to provide services is a central theme of the Cancer Plan. The vision described by some interviewees of more diagnosis and treatment in the community (see Section 5) will be supported by the White Paper.

*Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* also promises to encourage innovation and to support the introduction of new providers of primary care services. Again, these proposals are consistent with ideas put forward by our interviewees about new providers of cancer services.
Summary

The policy environment has changed substantially since the Cancer Plan was published. Patient choice and Payment by Results, the introduction of foundation trusts and new, private sector providers, all point towards a more ‘market’-orientated NHS than was envisaged by its authors.

At the same time, the recent White Paper *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say*, presages a shift from hospital to community services.

Some of these changes work in tandem with existing cancer policy, and may push developments that are already under way. Others have the potential to be in tension with the current direction of cancer services. These issues are explored in more detail in the concluding section.
Why the NHS Cancer Plan needs to be revised

The NHS Cancer Plan was one of the first of its kind, and its approach has been adopted for a number of other conditions and diseases, for instance, national service frameworks in coronary heart disease, mental health, diabetes and long-term conditions.

It has achieved considerable success in many areas. As Sections 1 and 2 show, cancer prevention has been addressed through smoking-cessation services and programmes to encourage children and adults to eat more fruit and vegetables. Screening programmes have also been extended.

Cancer networks have been established. The speed of access to diagnosis and treatment has improved for patients who are referred through the two-week referral pathway. Additional cancer specialists have been recruited and specialist multidisciplinary teams set up. There has been considerable investment in diagnostic and treatment facilities, and some steps have been taken to improve palliative care services.

However, Sections 1 and 2 also show there are gaps in the Cancer Plan and that further progress needs to be made. The National Audit Office has raised concerns about the lack of forecasting in the Cancer Plan, the lack of mechanisms for updating it and about the functioning of cancer networks.

The impact of the government’s approach to prevention is unknown, and our interviewees were divided on the effort that should be put into this area of activity. Many patients are still not being referred as urgent cases, and some of our interviewees were concerned about the wider effects of the Cancer Plan’s two-week waiting time target for urgent referrals.

There are ongoing concerns about access to diagnostic and radiotherapy services. The Royal College of Radiologists has shown that waiting times for radiotherapy have not improved as a result of the Cancer Plan. And our interviewees felt more attention could still be given to palliative care services and their integration with other community services.

In addition, Section 3 shows that demographic trends will increase the incidence of cancer in coming decades and that better treatments will increase the number of survivors. The inevitable effect is that more people will live with cancer in remission and this is bound to increase the demand for resources for cancer.

It also poses a challenge to services, which our interviewees felt are already too heavily focused on hospitals. In the future, there will be more scope to monitor and manage patients in the community; but considerable work is needed to determine the best models for doing this.
Section 4, meanwhile, demonstrates that prevention and treatment will not stand still. Prevention may become more effective and personalised; but the impact on cancer incidence and prevalence is unknown. Thousands of new cancer drugs are in development, but many are high cost and currently of marginal benefit. Our interviewees were concerned about media coverage of these new drugs, and argued that a national debate is needed on what should be provided to whom.

In Section 5, our interviewees also reflected on the effectiveness of cancer networks and on the likely impact of new policy developments, outlined in more detail in Section 6.

The policy environment has changed greatly since the Cancer Plan was published, with the arrival of foundation trusts, new private sector providers, patient choice and the new funding policy of Payment by Results. Our interviewees were unsure about the impact of these changes on networks, and work is needed to develop a ‘network policy’ for the future.

The environment in which cancer services operate and cancer policy is made, therefore, has changed since 2000 and will continue to do so. This is already leading to tensions around prevention, access to treatment, and the role of new providers.

The merits of a smoking ban in public places, ‘traffic light’ food labelling and restricting the advertising of ‘junk food’ are all highly contested. The very public demands made by some breast cancer patients for Herceptin may well be repeated for other drugs in the coming years.

Private sector providers of chemotherapy and long-term care have entered the health care market, but their role and links to NHS provision is, as yet, unclear.

For all these reasons, we need to revisit the Cancer Plan and cancer policy, to build on progress, fill gaps, and start to prepare for the changes that the trends in epidemiology, technology and policy explored in this report will bring about.

In the rest of this section, we identify and discuss three broad areas where further policy will be most helpful:

- addressing gaps and weaknesses in the coverage and scope of the Cancer Plan
- revising the role of networks
- examining the scope, costs and benefits of shifting care to community settings.

Gaps and weaknesses

As noted above, a series of gaps and weaknesses in the current Cancer Plan have been identified throughout this report. These include areas where policy was either absent or needs to be strengthened and areas of incomplete implementation.

**Baseline knowledge and information**

The first gap (identified in the National Audit Office (NAO) report (2005b) discussed in Section 1 and by interviewees in Section 5) is the knowledge and information on which cancer policy is based and through which it is monitored.
This preliminary work is particularly important since the trends in incidence, survival and prevalence discussed in Section 3 will increase the number of people needing care. At the same time the resources available for service improvement are likely to be in short supply, if, as is widely anticipated, the rapid rate of growth in the NHS budget triggered in 2000 begins to level off in two years’ time.

Guidance from the World Health Organization (WHO 2002) says that the first stage of any policy revision should be detailed modelling of future demands for care and of the resources needed to provide it.

There is also a need to model the potential impact of changes in risk factors, in preventive policies (demands) and in current capacity (supply). This work should be undertaken now as a starting point for future policy development.

Equally important will be the development and implementation of outcome measures for cancer services that allow the impact of policy changes, higher spending levels and new forms of treatment to be identified.

The methodological challenges associated with outcomes measurement were not explored in detail in this report. However, the importance of developing better information on performance and outcomes to inform patient choice was noted. This information is also required to monitor the impact of service developments driven by other areas of health policy, including those outlined in Section 6.

Therefore, an interim set of outcome measures should be developed, backed up by a research programme to refine adjustment for case mix and co-morbidity.

**Balancing prevention and treatment**

A second perceived weakness in the Cancer Plan, raised particularly by our interviewees (see Section 5), is an imbalance between its focus on developing acute sector services and cancer treatment and its relatively limited focus on prevention, early detection and palliation.

Aside from further reducing tobacco consumption, our interviewees had mixed views on the value of developing preventive services, although one of the NAO reports (NAO 2005b), claimed there was strong support for more emphasis on prevention.

The NAO report also noted the need for better understanding of the factors leading to continued delays in access to care. We identified this issue in Section 3 as partly explaining the relatively poor performance of NHS cancer services.

Significant socio-demographic variations still exist in the distribution of risk factors, in awareness of cancer symptoms and in help-seeking behaviour (as well as in cancer incidence and mortality).

Reducing such inequalities was a primary aim of the Cancer Plan. But it is not clear where the balance should lie between campaigns to increase knowledge and awareness of cancer symptoms and efforts to improve the cultural sensitivity and appropriateness of services.
Some ‘spearhead’ primary care trusts (PCTs) (the most deprived PCTs in the country) are exploring how to raise awareness about cancer (House of Commons 2005). But such projects are typically small scale and not part of a wider strategy for prevention and early detection. Similarly, it is not clear how efforts to reduce inequalities in risk factors for and the incidence of cancer link into other NHS initiatives to reduce health inequalities more broadly.

More research into these issues is still needed if future cancer policy is to address continued inequalities and improve early presentation and diagnosis effectively.

**Balancing treatment and palliation**

Palliative care services are improving, but their development has been relatively neglected during implementation of the Cancer Plan. One of the NAO reports discussed earlier found that, in some cases, patient experience remained poor (NAO 2005a).

Some of our interviewees felt that resources for palliative care had been limited and that limited progress had been made with integrating palliative services with primary and community care. This is beginning to change with the implementation of the Gold Standards Framework for palliative care (Thomas 2005). But much more is still needed.

Several other areas of current health policy also support the further development of palliative care services. These include the broad vision set out in the White Paper *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* (Department of Health 2006c) to transfer care into the community (see Section 6) and the scope for patient choice to support choice of place of death. The growth of independent and voluntary sector providers may also increase the diversity of end-of-life services in community settings.

In addition, initiatives now under way to improve services for people with long-term conditions may also contribute to a new focus on palliative care. Many cancer patients are living with other conditions such as heart failure and lung disease, so controlling their cancer symptoms forms part of their complex health and social care needs. The emerging role of community matrons as case managers and co-ordinators between different service providers may well have spin-off effects on palliative care.

Any revision of cancer policy must harness these changes in the wider policy environment to encourage real innovation in palliative care services. Their development should also be linked to wider developments in the management of complex, chronic illness.

This will mean additional requirements for workforce development and support for better integration between different community providers; issues discussed further below, in relation to shifting care to community settings.

**Guidance on high-cost drugs**

A third perceived gap in the Cancer Plan relates to policy and guidance on new and emerging therapies, and in particular high-cost drugs.

In Section 3, we described the epidemiological trends that underlie the rising prevalence of people living with a cancer diagnosis. In Section 4, we outlined areas in which improved treatments are most likely to contribute to improved survival.
These trends will increase the proportion of patients who experience a relapse who could benefit from high-cost cancer drugs. As we have already pointed out, a significant growth in demand for these treatments – however marginal the benefits – is inevitable, although advances in genetic technology and ‘personalised’ prescribing may enable us to target these drugs at the people who will benefit most.

Interviewees anticipated a significant increase in the rate at which expensive new cancer drugs are launched. They were also united in anticipating rising patient expectations of access to these drugs – fuelled by media coverage – and seeing a need for future policy to address issues of access and eligibility.

In one sense, these issues were dealt with when the Secretary of State for Health announced that Herceptin would be available to all NHS patients, if clinically appropriate (Department of Health 2005b). The announcement by-passed the usual NICE approval process. However, the opportunity costs of this announcement within cash-strapped PCTs will be significant. And it raises questions – illustrated in the differing opinions of our interviewees – about the ongoing suitability of the NICE approval process.

A revision of cancer policy must tackle these difficult issues. A number of preliminary steps are needed to support this process:

- we need to apply the activity modelling referred to above to alternative clinical pathways, so as to identify potential efficiency savings from different patterns of care. For example, the argument put forward in Section 5 that new drugs cost relatively little in relation to hospital spending, and they could be afforded for the time being through efficiency savings, needs to be properly assessed
- we need more research and public debate about how to value the marginal gains in survival associated with new cancer drugs and how to assess the related opportunity costs to other cancer services and to the wider NHS
- we need to develop new mechanisms to involve patients and the public in decisions about high-cost cancer drugs. But it is not clear what these should be. Should they be at national level, either through the relatively indirect mechanism of participation in the NICE evaluation process, or through stakeholder involvement in re-shaping national cancer policy? Or should they be at local level, with public involvement in local policy-making and developing local criteria for clinical eligibility? Any future revision of cancer policy should work on how to do this.

**Networks and cancer centres**

The introduction of cancer networks attracted praise and condemnation in almost equal measure from our interviewees (see Section 5) and were seen as both a strength and a weakness of the Cancer Plan.

The third NAO report discussed in Section 1 (2005b) similarly credited them with significant achievements, while identifying areas for further development.

A review of the role of networks is particularly needed in response to the changing policy environment described in Section 6 (where some of the tensions with existing cancer policy were also raised).
Three options emerged from the literature review and interviews that informed this report:

- networks to continue in their current form, with improved functioning through tighter guidance and monitoring
- commissioning networks that commission services from multiple providers (that may also be networked)
- provider networks that bring together and co-ordinate services from multiple providers in response to commissioner specifications.

**MAINTAINING CURRENT NETWORKS**

Existing networks were praised for bringing different stakeholders together, and some have made real achievements. Failures were attributed to many causes, including under-resourcing of management teams, lack of senior manager involvement, variable relationships with PCTs and lack of formal agreement about ways of working (NAO 2005b).

These issues *could* be addressed through tighter rules that guarantee resources, senior manager attendance and so on. However, we do not believe this will *necessarily* result in more effective networks.

Given the incentives inherent in Payment by Results, network participants may be reluctant to suspend the wider objectives of their organisation if they clash with network goals.

In a recent review of networks, Nick Goodwin also cautions against over-regulation (Goodwin 2004). His study found that centrally directed goals were hard to implement at local level. Goodwin also cautioned against ‘network capture’ by strong institutional members. This problem was reported by some interviewees, who felt that large hospitals or well-organised purchasers dominated their local networks. It was also highlighted by the NAO (NAO 2005b).

In Section 6 we described the incentives on foundation trusts to extend their services and noted that network capture could facilitate this. We also described the limited capacity of most commissioners to challenge providers. In these circumstances it is hard to be confident that tighter central guidance and regulation will result in more effective networks.

**COMMISSIONING NETWORKS**

Some interviewees argued that commissioning should be separated from provision and that commissioners should form networks themselves. In one sense, the NAO found this is already happening. Some clusters of PCTs are identifying a ‘lead commissioner’ and agreeing to fund a common cancer strategy – albeit through current cancer networks.

These arrangements are similar to those which emerged for other areas of specialist commissioning within the NHS internal market in the 1990s. Some ‘commissioning consortia’ worked well and were able to pool resources to assess need and plan service provision. But others ran into difficulties (Stern 1995). Problems arose if the common strategy of the consortium conflicted with other local goals and if funding commitments were required that exceeded a participant’s ability to pay.
Two of our interviewees proposed the idea of specialist, supra-PCT commissioners. It would be possible to develop free-standing, cancer commissioning organisations with top-sliced funding – but this would reduce local influence over cancer services, going against the spirit of much current policy.

An additional problem with this approach lies in the absence of reliable outcome and performance measures. Commissioning networks would be in a weak position to monitor the performance and quality of services they obtain.

As PCTs start to merge, there may be new opportunities to review and strengthen cancer commissioning. Enhancing the skills and knowledge needed to commission cancer services is a key development priority; and one that will become even more pressing if PCT reorganisation instead displaces existing commissioning staff with expertise and local knowledge of cancer services.

Clear thinking is required about the levers available to steer the strategic development of cancer services and to strengthen them (these may include contracts, incentives, regulations and targets). Clear thinking is also needed about how to unbundle the national tariff brought in by Payment by Results, to create aligned incentives across primary and secondary care.

**PROVIDER NETWORKS**

Provider networks are already in place through the hub and spoke arrangements for cancer services. But current policy to develop market-type incentives creates an opportunity for new forms of network to emerge.

Again, there are many potential options. Networks could remain geographically bound, as they are now, bringing together generalist and site-specific specialist cancer services, palliative care and preventive work. In time, and if community-based cancer services expand, they may also incorporate other primary, community and social care providers.

Alternatively, policies to promote choice and competition could encourage the emergence of competing networks, in which digital and information technologies link geographically dispersed specialist centres with local providers.

In this case, the potential benefits are increased patient choice and competitive incentives to increase operational efficiency – but the potential risks include developing excess capacity in cancer services and whole-system inefficiency.

Network capture by large powerful providers is also a problem in provider-only networks. It would be up to commissioners to prevent this from happening, if it jeopardised the provision of services that respond to patient preferences and needs. Commissioners would also need to ensure that a shift to community-based services takes place (see below). As discussed, it is unclear, at present, what proportion of commissioners could manage this.

Overall, options must be identified for developing a ‘network policy’ and a coherent intellectual basis for how non-institutionalised collaboration can work in the face of choice and competition.
Commissioners could have a key role in this process. But it is not clear whether they would be able in practice to introduce, monitor and regulate new providers. Can commissioners develop the skills to act as effective market-makers? If not, what should this mean for the emerging mixed economy of service providers?

The scope, cost and benefits of shifting to community settings

The possibility of providing more cancer care in the community has been a recurrent theme throughout this report. Reasons for this include:

- Epidemiological trends, which mean more people will be living with cancer in remission in the future.
- Emerging technologies allowing more to be done in the community.
- The need to reduce the costs of hospital care to fund high-cost drugs and other cancer services.
- The high use of hospital facilities in England compared with other countries.
- Wider NHS policy promoting the provision of more services in community settings.

A number of important questions must be addressed to guide the future development of community-based cancer services.

First, should cancer be considered in the same way as long-term conditions?

The summary of epidemiological trends in Section 3 highlighted the trends that will lead to more people living with cancer in remission. But our interviewees were divided about the implications for how cancer should be seen.

Some felt that many people are perfectly well in remission, and need to be vigilant for symptoms of recurrence, rather than regularly reviewed. Others felt people with advanced cancer have the same complex health and social care problems as those with other long-term conditions, so a similar approach may be appropriate.

This gives rise to a second question: How appropriate would it be to link the development of community-based cancer services to parallel developments for people with long-term conditions? There is a growing cadre of ‘community matrons’ providing intensive support for older people with multiple, complex chronic conditions, many of whom are also at high risk of cancer.

Can they make a useful contribution to cancer care alongside specialist palliative care teams? What will be the best way to co-ordinate the provision of community-based services for cancer with other services for long-term conditions to avoid duplication and fragmentation?

Third, Section 4 discussed some of the technological developments that may support community-based services, but our interviewees were unclear about the timeframe over which these developments will occur. One interviewee pointed out that emerging drug
treatments remain complex to administer. The cost-effectiveness of providing different forms of chemotherapy in the community remains unclear.

Fourth, what developments are required in workforce and in facilities to support more cancer care in the community? The Cancer Plan stimulated workforce development initiatives for palliative care. But how well equipped are GPs and existing community clinicians to monitor cancer patients, detect signs of recurrence and co-manage symptoms and side effects in collaboration with specialists?

Will the development of polyclinics and community hospitals proposed in the White Paper *Our Health, Our Care, Our Say* (Department of Health 2006c) provide the necessary facilities for diagnosis and treatment in the community? Through what process should potential developments be reviewed, modelled and planned?

Fifth, how far should the development of local, community-based services be pursued in relation to cancer services? The rhetoric of the White Paper is about localness, responsiveness and convenience. But there is strong evidence in favour of concentrating expertise in centres of excellence. Explicit debate is needed about how to balance these aspirations and the implications for developing services in the community.

**Developing policy on the shift to community services**

Although government policy as a whole supports a shift in the balance of care across a broad spectrum of services, the costs and benefits of such a shift in cancer services have yet to be worked out in detail, as the questions raised above show. We propose a series of activities to support policy development:

- different future scenarios for community-based cancer services should be developed, with associated modelling of potential needs and costs. These should, where possible, inform the design of facilities and services developed in response to the White Paper, to ensure the opportunity for developing cancer services in the community is not missed

- pilot services should be developed to explore the advantages and disadvantages of linking palliative care with other wider developments in services for complex, chronic illness

- alternative models for community service should be developed, piloted and evaluated before being rolled out nationally

- work should be done to ensure the compatibility – or otherwise – of these models with the current financial framework and, if required, to develop new financial systems (such as unbundled tariffs) that support a change in the balance of care

- a workforce development strategy is required to support developments in community-based services

- public debate should be encouraged on the balance between local and convenient services and centres of excellence.

In short, if community-based cancer services are to develop in response to the factors discussed in this report, the appropriate payment system, targets, guidelines and other incentives must be in place.
The process for revising cancer policy

The time for a ‘once and for all’ cancer plan is past. As the earlier sections of this report have made clear, the cancer environment is rapidly changing and the coming years are likely to experience more – rather than less – change.

It follows that the development of cancer policy from now on should be seen as a rolling process of research and policy analysis. It should include experimentation with, and piloting of, new ideas, particularly in developing new models of care for community-based services.

How should the work be led and directed?

Localism is a key theme in current NHS policy (Reid 2003). Local decision-making, local accountability and greater local responsiveness are all set to increase. The logic of applying this approach to cancer services would be that PCTs, or groups of PCTs, would be left in charge of developing cancer policy in collaboration with the provider networks they commission from.

However, there will always be counter-pressures. Public concern about postcode prescribing, for example, is directed at national politicians, who are popularly regarded as being in charge of the health service. Even if localities are given greater scope to develop policies of their own and experiment with new models of care for community services, responsibility for the overall policy and financial framework will still lie with the centre. Equally, much of the research agenda is best seen as a national responsibility, since the main issues to be addressed arise in all parts of the country.

Therefore, we believe that a revision of the Cancer Plan and development of new cancer policy should be the responsibility of a cancer policy group within the Department of Health, led by the National Cancer Director.

Nevertheless, the revision process should involve all stakeholders (both professionals and users) and it should be supported by substantial analytical and research resources both inside and outside the Department of Health.

Methods for stakeholder involvement should be developed that give a genuine voice to service users and their carers and to the growing array of service providers.

In the medium to long term, there is also a need to ensure that cancer research contributes more fundamentally to the development of cancer policy. A programme of research is needed to focus on the gaps already identified and others that emerge from the work priorities set out below.

What should be done?

We have identified many areas of work that are needed to clarify what direction future policy should take. In summary, we propose five areas that are particularly important in this respect:

- developing baseline knowledge for cancer policy and the strategic development of cancer services
- prioritising research to support policy and health service development
- addressing gaps and weaknesses in the current Cancer Plan
- clarifying options for the organisation and functions of cancer networks
- experimentation and evaluation in community-based cancer services.

**Developing baseline knowledge**

Throughout this paper, we have identified areas where information, analysis and modelling are required. These include analysis of need and demand and activity forecasting based on challenging assumptions about redesigning care pathways to reduce inpatient care. There is also a need to collect and analyse data on hospital adherence to clinical guidelines.

However, the pace of change in treatment and survival associated with new technologies is uncertain. This makes it hard to predict the rate of change of care pathways. Analysis of potential need, demand and activity based on different future scenarios should also be undertaken.

**The research agenda**

There is a need to define a clear research agenda for NHS cancer services and to give it far greater prominence than it currently enjoys in the national cancer research programme.

It will need at minimum to cover:

- research to support weak areas of the Cancer Plan, such as modifying risk behaviour, pain control and palliative care. Work is under way in relation to chronic disease management, and it will be important to draw on this learning
- research to define measures of success, the data collection needed to put them into practice, and the data needed to inform patient choice
- research into the clinical and cost-effectiveness and the acceptability of providing selected cancer services in the community.

**Addressing gaps and weaknesses in the current Cancer Plan**

In preparing this report, we have identified three areas where further policy guidance is particularly important in closing gaps in the existing Cancer Plan: reducing inequalities, rebalancing activity between prevention/early detection, treatment and palliation, and providing guidance on access to high-cost drugs.

The first two of these priority areas should be mutually supportive, given continuing inequalities in the distribution of risk factors and delayed presentation of symptoms. Nevertheless, policy in this area will need to be underpinned by judgements about how far to prioritise prevention given the weak evidence base and how far to prioritise resources for palliative care.

Other judgements are required in relation to access to high-cost drugs. We need a public debate, with informed media coverage, about how to value the marginal gains in survival associated with new cancer drugs.

Notwithstanding earlier comments about the limits to localism in relation to cancer policy, we call for new approaches to public and patient involvement in decisions about
introducing new drugs, the local implementation of cancer policy and service configuration, and the increasingly complex ethical issues involved.

**Clarifying options for the organisation and functions of cancer networks**

Options must be identified for developing cancer networks, with a coherent intellectual basis for how non-institutionalised collaboration can work in the face of choice and competition. A coherent policy framework must be developed that reflects a decision about whether to strengthen current arrangements or develop separate purchaser and provider networks.

The policy framework will need to reflect the extent to which market incentives will be developed in relation to cancer services and the likely extent to which multiple new providers (whether for profit or voluntary sector) will be delivering cancer services. These issues are still being resolved within the wider NHS policy community. However, emerging policy on cancer networks should be informed by these factors as wider policy is made.

Work is also needed to establish what the most effective purchasing structure is likely to be and what the balance should be between, on the one hand, national specifications on the structure of cancer services and, on the other, allowing more local discretion to encourage innovation linked to evaluation.

**Experimentation and evaluation in community-based cancer services**

There is also a need for better understanding of service delivery options for long-term monitoring of people in remission and on long-term maintenance therapy. Important questions need to be resolved about the role that primary care can effectively fulfil, the workforce it would need to fulfil it, the likely cost of such developments and the combination of policy levers likely to bring them about.

Innovative developments should be encouraged in community-based cancer services. Attention should also be paid to how to engage primary and community clinicians to ensure they work effectively with specialist providers, and to other workforce initiatives that might be needed.

Alternative service models should be developed, piloted and evaluated before being spread nationally. It will also be necessary to ensure their compatibility – or otherwise – with the current financial framework and, if required, to develop new financial systems (such as unbundled tariffs) that support any necessary change in the balance of care.

**Conclusion**

We have outlined epidemiological trends that will increase the need for cancer services and technological trends that will drastically alter treatment options. We have also described the challenges of continuing to implement the NHS Cancer Plan in the changing policy environment. A review of policy is now required to address these challenges and prepare cancer services for a changing future. We present the ideas in this report to stimulate debate and action.
Appendix: List of interviewees

Dr Jamie Ferguson
Consultant in Public Health Medicine and Lead in Cancer
Lambeth PCT

Professor David Forman
Director of Information and Research
Northern and Yorkshire Cancer Registry and Information Service
(telephone interview)

Jenny Grant
Service Delivery Manager
Haematology Clinic
Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital

Professor Roger James
Professor of Oncology and Director of Kent Cancer Services
The Kent Cancer Centre

Professor Peter Johnson
Cancer Research UK Professor of Medical Oncology
Southampton General Hospital

Dame Gill Oliver
Consultant to Macmillan Cancer Support

Professor Amanda Ramirez
Division of Cancer Studies
King’s College London

Professor Mike Richards
National Cancer Director

Professor Karol Sikora
Scientific Director
Medical Solutions Plc

Professor Paul Workman
Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics
The Institute of Cancer Research
(brief telephone interview)
Endnotes

1 This figure is taken from the website www.cancerscreening.nhs.uk/breastscreen/
2 For further information go to www.goldstandardsframework.nhs.uk/ and www.lcp-mariecurie.org.uk/
3 Data reported under this subheading are taken from the Cancer Research UK website. For more information, go to http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/trends/?a=5441
4 Data reported under this subheading are taken from the Cancer Research UK website. For more information, go to http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/mortality/timetrends/?a=5441
5 Data reported under this subheading are taken from the government’s Office of National Statistics website. For more information, go to www.statistics.gov.uk/CCI/nugget.asp?ID=861&Pos=3&ColRank=1&Rank=374
6 For more information about the UK Collaborative Trial of Ovarian Cancer Screening, go to www.ukctocs.org.uk/
7 For more information on the Dutch–Belgian controlled lung cancer screening trials, go to www.controlled-trials.com/isrctn/trial/%7C/o/63545820.html
8 This section has been developed using ideas from Bhattacharya et al (2004).
9 This section has been developed using ideas from Kunkler et al (2004) and Chapter 6 in Bosanquet and Sikora (2006).
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The Cancer Plan has achieved impressive results since it was published in 2000. However, demographic trends, new treatments, increasing survival rates and reforms in the NHS have altered the context in which cancer services operate. Cancer Research UK commissioned this paper to explore how cancer policy should evolve in response to these changes. Using a literature review and interviews with ten experts on different aspects of cancer, this report aims to stimulate debate about the next steps for cancer services in England.